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Ward Councillors may be contacted directly to represent your views to the Council: (details via the website
www.lambeth.gov.uk)

Speaking rights at Cabinet meetings










Cabinet normally has a large amount of business to consider at each meeting;
accordingly, the order of the agenda and time allowed for each item is decided by the Leader of
the Council beforehand;
Cabinet expects there to have been prior consultation with the public and other interested parties
on proposals and a summary of the results to be included in the report. Therefore, oral
contributions from members of the public at the meeting should not normally be necessary;
the time available may allow contribution(s) to be heard on reports on the agenda but this is
entirely at the discretion of the Leader of the Council. Anyone wishing to speak must advise the
Secretary to Cabinet before the day of the meeting, advising what aspect not covered in the report
they wish to cover;
any such contributions are required to be brief; a maximum of three minutes is likely to be
available;
speakers should ideally be on behalf of a number of people or a specific group;
speakers will be advised at the meeting whether and when they will be heard; and,
Councillors may speak at the discretion of the Chair on agenda items, and are entitled to speak on
matters that specifically concern their ward.

Security
Please be aware that you may be subject to bag searches and asked to sign in at meetings that are held
in public. Failure to comply with these requirements could mean you are denied access to the meeting.
There is also limited seating which is allocated on a first come first serve basis, you should aim to arrive at
least 15 minutes before the meeting commences. For more details please visit: our website.
Please contact Democratic Services for further information – 020 7926 2170 or the number on the front
page.

Directions to Lambeth Town Hall, London, SW2 1RW
Lambeth Town Hall is located at the southern end of Brixton Road and is a highly visible landmark. It can
be accessed via a number of bus routes and is a short walk from both Brixton Station and Brixton
Underground Station.
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1.

Declarations of Pecuniary Interest
Under Cabinet Rule 1.5.2, where any Cabinet Member has a Disclosable
Pecuniary Interest (as defined in the Members’ Code of Conduct (para. 4))
in any matter to be considered at a meeting of the Council, a committee,
sub-committee or joint committee, they must withdraw from the meeting
room during the whole of the consideration of that matter and must not
participate in any vote on that matter unless a dispensation has been
obtained from the Monitoring Officer.
Non-Key Decision

2.

Minutes of Previous Meeting

1-4

To approve the minutes of 04 February 2019 as a correct record of
proceedings.
Non-Key Decision

3.

Homes for Lambeth - Business Plan (April 2019 to March 2020)
Key Decision
All Wards
Cabinet Member for Planning, Investment and New Homes
Interim Strategic Director for Sustainable Growth and Opportunity
Contact: Mandy Green, Assistant Director for Homes and Communities,
mgreen3@lambeth.gov.uk, 0207 9276 7020
Key Decision
All Wards
Cabinet Member for Planning, Investment and New Homes
Contact: Mandy Green, Assistant Director, Homes and Communities
mgreen3@lambeth.gov.uk Tel: 02079267020

5 - 40
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Agenda Item 2

Ca
CABINET
Monday 4 February 2019 at 5.00 pm
MINUTES
PRESENT:
Cabinet Members:

Portfolio:

Councillor Matthew
Bennett
Councillor Jennifer
Brathwaite
Councillor Edward Davie

Cabinet Member for Planning, Investment & New Homes

Councillor Jim Dickson

Cabinet Member for the Voluntary Sector, Partnerships and
Community Safety (job share)

Councillor Jacqui Dyer

Cabinet Member for Health and Adult Social Care (job share)

Councillor Paul Gadsby

Cabinet Member for Housing

Councillor Claire Holland

Cabinet Member for Environment and Clean Air

Councillor Jack Hopkins

Leader of the Council

Deputy Leader of the Council (Children and Young People)
Cabinet Member for Health and Adult Social Care (job share)

Councillor Lib Peck
Councillor Mohammed
Seedat

Cabinet Member for the Voluntary Sector, Partnerships and
Community Safety (job share)

Councillor Andy Wilson

Cabinet Member for Finance

Councillor Sonia Winifred

Cabinet Member for Equalities and Culture

Apologies for absence
Also present:

Councillor Donatus Anyanwu and Councillor Pete Elliott
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1.

DECLARATIONS OF PECUNIARY INTEREST
There were none.

2.

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING
RESOLVED: That the minutes of the previous meeting held on 14 January 2019 be approved
and signed by the Chair as a correct record of the proceedings.

3.

REVENUE AND CAPITAL BUDGET 2019/20 – 2022/23
In introducing the report the Cabinet Member for Finance, Councillor Andy Wilson, explained that:
 This was a time of major uncertainty for the UK due to Brexit and for local councils due to
the Government’s austerity agenda.
 Jobs and the economy were at risk due to the Government’s failure to deal with Brexit.
 The budget meant that the Council continued to provide services to vulnerable residents.
 Even though the budget was balanced there was still uncertainty on any future finance
settlement from the Government.
 This budget protected the most vulnerable residents and delivered on an ambitious
manifesto pledge, for a better, fairer Lambeth.
He further stated that:
 Over the next year £500,000 would be invested into tackling serious youth violence with a
further £1 million the year after.
 A business rates discount scheme would be introduced for local firms that follow Lambeth
Council’s lead and pay the London Living Wage.
 Spending was protected on child and adolescent mental health (CAMHS), benefits advice,
and violence against women and girl’s (VAWG) services.
 As a result of considering the views of 4,000 residents who responded to the budget
consultation, plans to make savings in the library service were scrapped.
 As part of the commitment to continuing to invest in the borough despite austerity, £131
million would be invested over the next two years in roads and pavements, parks and
homes.
 Cabinet were committed to delivering the policy to double the council tax on empty homes.
Councillor Wilson also summarised the responses from the budget consultation sent out to
residents and highlighted:
 The key findings, 46% of residents agreed/strongly agreed with the Council’s saving
proposals, with 22% disagreed/strongly disagreed.
 40% agreed/strongly agreed, with 23% disagreed/strongly disagreed, that the budget
proposals would enable the Council to achieve its priorities.
 Residents placed services for children, tackling youth violence and community safety as
their top three areas for the Council to prioritise.
Councillor Donatus Anyanwu, Chair of Overview and Scrutiny, addressed Cabinet and noted that
both the Overview and Scrutiny Committee and the Children’s Scrutiny Sub-Committee
considered the budget proposals in great detail and advised that:
 Assurance was needed that the proposed income on fees and charges was realistic, and
the Committees would continue to monitor this.
 Raising the reserve from 7% to 10% would have an impact on frontline services and
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Scrutiny Members were concerned about this.
Agency staff needed to be reduced otherwise savings would be difficult to achieve.
There was concern on the service changes proposed in Children’s Services and Adult
Social Care and the impact these could have on the borough’s most vulnerable residents,
as well as the feasibility of delivering the savings proposed.

Councillor Pete Elliott, Green Party Councillor, gave the following representation:
 All public services should be properly funded by central Government, and the most
vulnerable should be put first.
 He was surprised there was no review of the estate demolition plans, as the programme
would destroy hundreds of council homes with no new housing.
 The estate demolition plans were undermined by the lifting of the borrow cap on the
Housing Revenue Account (HRA).
 It caused concerned to local residents that Lambeth Labour did not change their stance on
estate demolition.
 Lack of spending on temporary accommodation and the projected overspend in Children
Services were signs that residents and those most vulnerable were not being prioritised.
The Interim Strategic Director for Finance and Investment and the Council’s Section 151 officer
added:
 The settlement was received from central Government and there were no changes in
relation to the budget.
 There was continuation in the London pilot pool on business rates although with some
changes.
 Fees and charges had been achieved in previous years and was a realistic target.
 Lambeth was the third lowest in London in terms of reserves, and as the Section 151 officer
she was recommending an increase to the reserves to manage the risks the Council was
facing.
 It was reported previously to Cabinet that the lifting of the borrowing cap on the HRA would
not create any additional funding for Lambeth.
The Strategic Director for Children’s Services, Annie Hudson and Interim Strategic Director for
Adult’s and Health, Fiona Connolly, responded to some of the points raised and advised that:
 The savings were deliverable and set out some examples highlighted in the report on how
this this would be achieved.
 Redesigning services so they were more effective with users in mind and enhancing
commissioning arrangements were some of the ways they would deliver the savings target.
 Programme management arrangements had been adopted to ensure that saving targets
were on track and reassured Cabinet that there was no threat to the service provided to
children and service users.
 Many of the proposals had been developed over a considerable period, and while they were
challenging it did offer many opportunities to improve services. The proposals were
developed with the impact to service users not being affected.
 There would be greater integration with the local Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) and
NHS which would contribute to delivering the savings targets.
Cabinet Members made the following observations and comments:
 The issue raised by Councillor Pete Elliott, Green Party, on the lifting of the borrowing cap
had already been dealt with at Cabinet and Overview and Scrutiny, and was unclear why
the issues were being raised again when the Council’s position had been made clear.
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Green Councillors had wrongly assumed that the massive savings target passed down from
central Government could be made up by efficiency savings.
There was a number of inaccuracies in the submission made by Councillor Pete Elliott and
there was investment in housing, temporary accommodation and dealing with rough
sleepers.
Cabinet were satisfied that the Youth Offending Service was one of the best funded
services in London, and there would be no negative impact on front line staff in this area.

Councillor Lib Peck thanked all those residents who took part in the consultation and to Councillor
Andy Wilson.
Councillor Lib Peck also welcomed Councillor Jack Hopkins as the Leader-elect of the Council,
and Members thanked the outgoing Leader of the Council for her service and commitment to
Lambeth.
The meeting ended at 5.55 pm
CHAIR
CABINET
Monday 4 March 2019
Date of Despatch: Friday 8 February 2019
Call-in Date: Friday 15 February 2019
Contact for Enquiries: Wayne Chandai
Tel: 020 7926 0029
E-mail: wchandai@lambeth.gov.uk
Web: www.lambeth.gov.uk
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Agenda Item 3

Cabinet 4 March 2019
Report title: Homes for Lambeth - Business Plan (April 2019 to March 2020)
Wards: All
Portfolio: Councillor Matthew Bennett –Cabinet Member for Planning, Investment & New Homes
Report Authorised by: Emma Peters - Interim Strategic Director Sustainable Growth and Opportunity
Contact for enquiries: Mandy Green
mgreen3@lambeth.gov.uk, 0207 9276 7020

-

Assistant

Director

Homes

and

Communities

Report summary
Like all London boroughs Lambeth faces a severe and serious housing crisis. Over 2,000 families,
including 5000 Lambeth children, are homeless and housed in temporary accommodation by the
Council. Over 28,000 people are on the waiting list for social housing; every week another 40-60 people
join this list while only around 20 homes become available.
Despite investing £500m refurbishing council estates across the borough to our aspirational Lambeth
Housing Standard, government cuts to rents and in grants have left a shortfall in funding to provide every
tenanted family with a good quality home.
To address the crisis in housing quality and quantity the Council established an estate regeneration
programme in 2012 to rebuild tenants’ homes to high modern standards and to build more homes for
local families on the waiting list. The Council ruled out partnering with a private developer or a housing
association to deliver these homes, choosing instead to establish a 100% council-owned, councilcontrolled company, Homes for Lambeth (HfL), to build and manage a new generation of social housing
for Lambeth families.
Homes for Lambeth will be able to deliver housing in a more commercial and efficient way than could
otherwise be done within the Council (such as the building and long-term ownership of private rented
homes) and has the potential to access funding sources not otherwise available to the Council.
In July 2017 the four companies proposed to make up the Homes for Lambeth group of companies were
incorporated. Various mobilisation activities have taken place since including finalisation of the
Memorandum of Understanding between the Council (as shareholder) and the new group of companies.
To support this, HfL’s first Business Plan was approved by Cabinet in January 2018 to agree the intentions
and deliverables for the Homes for Lambeth Boards to work to oversee the business planning period
through to March 2019.
Since the previous business plan was adopted, HfL has secured planning permission on three estate
regeneration schemes: Knights Walk, South Lambeth & Westbury, with work starting on these three
estates and on the first phase of the Fenwick estate regeneration this year. 70 new homes at council rent
have been completed at Lollard Street in Kennington and families will soon move into their new homes.
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Following on from this HfL have produced a Business Plan for the period from April 2019 to March 2020.
HfL will continue to expand the number of new homes built, secure planning permission for new homes on
the remaining estate regeneration schemes, and bring forward construction on small sites across the
borough.
In accordance with the governance and oversight arrangements put in place for HfL, the Council’s
Ownership and Stewardship Cabinet Advisory Panel (OSP) has reviewed and scrutinised this business
plan and recommended the approval of the plan to Lambeth’s Cabinet.

Finance summary
This report asks Cabinet to agree the Business Plan of Homes for Lambeth 2019-20. Although the group
of companies are wholly owned by the Council, they are a separate legal entity and thus the projected
costs and incomes outlined within the Business Plan will fall to the company and not to the Council.
Therefore there is no direct cost to the Council beyond the costs of the commissioning and clienting
functions with the Council. However, for Homes for Lambeth to be able to implement their Business Plan,
they will require support from the Council in terms of making land available and providing initial
funding. Implications of these commitments are included within the detailed finance comments within this
report.

Recommendations
1)

To note the recommendation of the Ownership and Stewardship Cabinet Advisory Panel and
approve the Homes for Lambeth Business Plan which covers the period of April 2019 to March 2020.

2)

To commission and to delegate authority to the boards of the Homes for Lambeth group of
companies to implement the Business Plan over this period.

3)

To delegate authority to the Section 151 officer to raise and onward lend sufficient prudential
borrowing to enable Homes for Lambeth to build, to operate and to enter into construction contracts
for the projects outlined in Section 2.

4)

To Delegate Authority to the Chief Executive to nominate representatives of the Council to the
Homes or Lambeth Board as and when required.
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1

CONTEXT

1.1

Lambeth is committed to tackling the housing crisis in the borough by maximising the number of new
affordable homes to make sure residents aren’t priced out of the housing market. Providing more
and better homes for Lambeth residents is one of the Council’s key priorities.

1.2

The lack of affordable housing is one of the biggest issues facing our residents; and across London
as a whole there is a growing housing crisis.

1.3

Homes for Lambeth (HfL) has been set up to deliver the Council’s commitment of delivering 1,000
new homes at council rent levels maximising much need affordable housing in the borough and by
doing so help to establish sustainable and mixed communities that will thrive for many years to come.

1.4

In July 2017 the four companies proposed to make up the HfL group of companies were
incorporated. Various mobilisation activities have taken place since including finalisation of the
Memorandum of Understanding between the Council (as shareholder) and the new group of
companies along with preparation of a Business Plan for the new group of companies. HfL’s first
Business Plan was approved by Cabinet in January 2018 which supported the framework of
intentions and deliverables for the HfL Boards to work to over the business planning period through
to March 2019.

1.5

The Council has established an Ownership and Stewardship Cabinet Advisory Panel (HfL OSP)
which supports the Council to scrutinise and manage its interest as a shareholder. A key
responsibility of the HfL OSP is to review the Business Plan and recommend the approval of a new
and future HfL Business Plans to Lambeth’s Cabinet.

1.6

The overarching vision for HfL is set out below:
HfL will work with Lambeth Council and others to build more and better homes to help address local
housing need and contribute positively to Lambeth by:.









1.7

Building more and better homes to help tackle the housing crisis;
Providing high quality services for residents;
Investing resources efficiently and to maximise housing and regeneration outcomes;
Maximising partnerships with public and private sector organisations;
Being a strategic delivery partner for the London Borough of Lambeth;
Building and maintaining financial strength and deliver more homes;
Engaging with local communities and invest for the long term; and,
Providing social housing.

The key activities and outputs of HfL’s first Business Plan of 2018 -19 largely focused on mobilising
the HFL group structure to effectively deliver HFL's objectives. Performance against this has been
reviewed with the OSP and notable achievements to-date include:








Obtaining Registered Providers (RP) status for HfL Homes;
Securing planning approval for 3 schemes at South Lambeth, Westbury and Knights Walk;
Finalising the Development Agreements with St James for Phase 1 at Westbury and Transport
for London (TFL) for phase 1 at Fenwick;
Taking over the management of 70 council level rent homes at Lolland Street;
Embedding a governance and financial control structure for HFL;
Setting up the HFL staffing team and structure; and,
Implementing landlord services.
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1.8

The new 2019-20 HfL Business Plan will continue to build on the mobilisation and intensions of the
company towards fulfilling its key strategic objectives toward the delivery of new homes for the
Council which began in 2018. This report presents the HfL OSP’s recommendation to approve the
HfL Business Plan which covers the period of April 2019 to March 2020 for the HfL group of
companies.

2

PROPOSAL AND REASONS

2.1

The HfL OSP met on 19th February 2019 to consider the HfL’s Business Plan for the period of April
2019 to March 2020 and review the outputs of the previous year. The panel endorsed the new
Business Plan; with recommendations for Cabinet set out in this report.

2.2

HfL’s Business Plan 2019-20
This Business Plan, contained in full in Appendix A, covers the business planning period for the full
financial year of 2019/20 (“the business planning period” is considered to be the period from April
2019 to March 2020). It has been agreed that the Business Plan will be reviewed and revised
annually with the next Business Plan to be adopted for the beginning of the financial year 2020/21.

2.3

The HfL Business Plan establishes the framework of actions and deliverables for the HfL Boards to
work towards over the Business Plan period. It represents a key mechanism within the Scheme of
Delegations for the group of companies in setting the Council’s intentions for HfL. The reason for
adopting a Business Plan is to create an operating framework for the respective Boards and a means
by which the shareholder, the Council, can oversee and monitor the progress and performance of
the company.

2.4

It shall be the responsibility of the HfL Board to oversee the development and realisation of delivery
strategies within the parameters defined in the Business Plan; to direct the implementation of the
activities required to realise the Business Plan objectives; and to monitor progress and risk.

2.5

The Council will commission HfL to deliver the projects and programmes identified in the Business
Plan, as and when appropriate and HfL will work closely with the Council in delivering the objectives.
HfL and the Council have both a partnering and commercial relationship; as the sole shareholder in
HfL Group and primary source of funding, the Council has a strong interest in its activities and retains
control over major decisions (as set out in the Scheme of Delegations) including the approval of the
HfL Business Plan and the leasing and loan agreements it contains.

2.6

To further support this activity the Council has set up a clienting function which will add a further
layer of scrutiny to provide assurances to the OSP that HfL are delivering outcomes in line with the
Business Plan outputs and within budget.

2.7

The HfL 2019-20 Business Plan key strategic objectives are summarised in the table below:

Deliver high quality
community places & a great
landlord service

Build new sustainable
homes for local people

Strategic Objectives







for delivery/performance
measurement by March
2020

















Complete the RSH registration &
ensure full compliance with
regulatory standards
Support the delivery of
Lambeth’s Key Guarantees
Research Market Rent tenure
options by Jun 2019
Reduce inequality through the
creation of 50 apprenticeships /
job opportunities for local people
through the lifecycle of the
programme
Promote cohesive and
sustainability neighbourhoods
through the development of
community, health and welfare
initiatives
Showcase 6 case studies to
evidence social value
activities/achievements











Establish financial plans
to enable effective
forecasting & monitoring
Implement effective
contracting &
performance monitoring
of suppliers
Identify & implement the
most tax efficient
structuring of projects &
activities
Optimise grant funding &
recycle local grants for
local people
Ensure market valuation
advice is incorporated
within the specification
and design of market
homes to maximise
surpluses

Build the HFL
infrastructure & a high
performing team

 Recruit the Homes for
Lambeth team structure
& demonstrate VFM &
savings in consultancy
through case studies
 Establish and implement
demonstrably robust
treasury and audit
practices
 Procure a framework of
housing management
providers by Mar 2020
 Contain costs within
approved budgets
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2019-20
Business Plan
Goals

70 New council level rents
complete & in management
by Mar 2019 (Lollard Street)
145 Council level rent homes
and 14 affordable rent
homes on site by Mar 2020
Achieve planning resolution
for a further 150 homes by
Mar 2020
Provide an excellent
development service to the
Council – measure by SLA
Investigate & test modern
methods of construction
Zero notifiable health and
safety incidents within the
period
Identify and develop sites
within the strategic pipeline
to ensure continued delivery

Implement new Homes for
Lambeth landlord service &
target satisfaction > [80%]
Have 100 AST homes by Mar
2020

Generate surpluses for
reinvestment in homes
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2.8

In summary this Business Plan further sets out Homes for Lambeth’s main intentions and activities as
follows:
Key delivery objectives and priorities for 19-20 and programmes of works including:

Including construction on site starts for 4 primary regeneration schemes at Knights Walk, South
Lambeth, Fenwick and Westbury; plus innovative modular housing solutions at a small in Hillside
Gardens (in partnership);
 To set up new landlord services for the management of 70 new council level rent homes at Lollard
Street and up to 100 AST lettings though the buyback of leased properties;
 Further master-planning including design and feasibility works at Somerleyton Road;
 Work towards securing planning permissions on early phase at 3 lead estates,
at Central Hill, Cressingham Gardens and Fenwick for a further 150 homes and to progress
on identified small sites; and,
 Support delivery of the “Key Guarantees”.

Forecast investment requirements for the period, financial controls, procurement and risks:








The finance sections of the report provide a more detailed financial overview however in short
HfL Business Plan forecasts an indicative capital expenditure by HfL of £21.5m by March 2020
for schemes under construction. This forecast capital expenditure is expected to be supported
by grant funding of £2.0m. In addition, HfL expect expenditure of up to £9.1m for the period to
March 2020 to support the Council’s feasibility work for future regeneration schemes; this
budget includes HfL staffing resources and externally commissioned professional services;
HfL have established financial controls and budgets will be monitored by the boards in
accordance with the commitments set out in the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
including council oversight. The will be further oversight by the regulator of Social Housing who
have an interest in the financial management of HFL Homes Ltd. to ensure affordable housing
assets are not put at risk;
HfL will further procure, scope and enter into the necessary contracts for works, supplies, land
and lease and grant agreements to deliver the schemes set out in their Business Plan,
overseen by the respective HfL Boards; and,
The identification, management and maintenance of a risks register associated with the
business activities.

Key Enabling Activities:
 The completion of effective recruitment, engagement and development of staffing (and
resource) with the relevant experience and skills to deliver a complex set of urban regeneration
programmes; estimated to be around 26 staff by March 2020;
The continued development of branding and establishment of Homes for Lambeth’s corporate
identity which ensures that its relationship with the council is understood by residents.
 Development effective policies and procedures. Securing investment and funding which will
largely be under a series of agreed loans and borrowing under commercial terms from council;
and,
 Entering into agreement with the Council for a variety of Lease and Land transfers to further
support and enable the redevelopment of sites and delivery of new homes.
2.9

Adoption of the HfL Business Plan 2019-20 will be deemed by the respective boards of HfL Group
and its subsidiaries as an endorsement and instruction to:
 Commit to those regeneration and overarching key development projects and strategic
objectives as identified within the relevant sections of the appended HfL business plan 2019-
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20 including the necessary land and development transactions with the Council, third parties
and between companies in the HfL group;
To further develop and agree a motoring framework and suite of detailed Key Performance
Indicators towards ensuring delivery of the strategic objective and outputs;
Enter into the necessary contracts with suppliers, contractors and grant funding bodies etc. to
facilitate delivery of the schemes and activities set out in the HfL Business Plan 2019-20;
Complete and ensure a number of vital enabling activities as detailed in sections 8 – 11
towards the successful delivery of the HfL Business Plan 2019-20;
To identify and effectively manage and mitigate against the identified risks associated with all
business activities which may impede the business including those to the Shareholder as
detailed in section 12 of the HfL Business Plan 2019-20; and,
Critically to ensure approval of the necessary loans, equity and land transfer agreements
required to deliver the business plan key strategic objectives and outputs.

2.10 In order to enable HfL to progress the Business Plan, the Council for its part will need to execute
decisions (such as disposal of land and allocation of funding) in a timely manner according to its own
delegated procedures.
Governance
2.11 The Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) agreed and approved by Cabinet in 2018 represents an
important governance contract that sets out the contractual relationship between the Council as
shareholder and the group of companies and formalises the contractual relationships between each
of the group of companies.
2.12 The MoU includes a Scheme of Delegation that sets out who can take what decisions regarding the
operation of the group of companies.
2.13 The process for developing, reviewing and formally adopting the Business Plan for the HfL Group of
companies (individually and collectively) is subject to the terms of the MoU between each of these
companies and the Council as the sole shareholder of the parent company (HFL Group).

3

FINANCE

3.1

In agreeing this to the recommendations set out in this report there are no direct financial costs to
the Council, however HfL’s Business Plan 2019-20 does contain an expectation that the Council will
do three main things.

3.2

Firstly, it will agree to transfer land for HfL to develop, secondly that it will make loans to HfL, and
thirdly that it will further commission HfL to undertake pre-development work on specified sites.

3.3

With respect to the transfer of land, the individual transactions will still require an appropriate decision
to be made by the Council, most likely a Cabinet Member delegated authority report. The decision
will effectively be a disposal of the land interest on a long lease basis and the Council would expect
to receive a capital receipt based on an agreed valuation of the land. Any capital receipt must be
accounted for corporately and although there is an expectation that these receipts will be reinvested
into the rebuilding of estates, the allocation of these monies will require a separate decision.

3.4

As HfL have limited assets it is likely that they will find it difficult to obtain loan finance at a reasonable
rate in the initial years of its operation. Therefore, it has been previously agreed that the Council will
provide loans to HfL: the Director of Finance and Property has delegated authority to agree loans
and thus no additional decision reports will be required.
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3.5

The initial development loans will be to the HfL Build Company and will be made on State Aid
compliant rates, subject to the provision of appropriate documentation by Homes for Lambeth, so
the Council can assess the risk and get external advice if required. At the time of writing HfL have
not formally requested for a loan to be made to fund development activity and so the amount and timing
of any loans is not known. However, the Business Plan at paragraph 2.7 shows the order of magnitude
of the loans that are likely to be requested during 2019-20.

3.6

If the Council decides to further commission HfL to undertake pre-development work on specified
estate regeneration sites, the process would be similar to work undertaken by any other external
contractor. The Council will need to agree the outputs required, the timescales and a cost with HfL
who would bill the Council once the outputs have been delivered. It would be expected that these
agreements would be funded from existing capital budget provision for Estate Regeneration.

4

LEGAL AND DEMOCRACY

4.1

Section 1(1) of the Localism Act 2011 introduced the “general power of competence” for local
authorities, defined as “the power to do anything that individuals generally may do” and which
expressly includes the power to do something for the benefit of the authority, its area or persons
resident or present in its area. The generality of the power conferred by subsection (1) is not limited
by the existence of any other power of the authority which (to any extent) overlaps the general power.

4.2

Section 4(2) of the Localism Act 2011 provides that where, in exercise of the general power, a local
authority does things for a commercial purpose the authority must do them through a company.

4.3

Section 95 of the Local Government Act 2003 authorises the Council to do for a commercial purpose
anything which it is authorised to do for carrying on any of its ordinary functions (other than where it
is under a statutory duty to provide that function) however, this power is only exercisable through a
company.

4.4

Section 111 of the Local Government Act 1972 enables the Council to do anything which is
calculated to facilitate, or is conducive to or incidental to, the discharge of any other of its functions,
whether involving expenditure, borrowing or lending money, or the acquisition or disposal of any
rights or property.

4.5

Section 9 of the Housing Act 1985 empowers the Council to provide housing accommodation by
erecting houses, or converting buildings into houses, on land acquired by them. This power may
equally be exercised in relation to land acquired for the purpose of disposing of houses provided, or
to be provided, on the land, or of disposing of the land to a person who intends to provide housing
accommodation on it.

4.6

Section 24(1) of the Local Government Act 1988 provides the Council with the power, subject to the
consent of the Secretary of State, to provide any person with financial assistance for the purposes
of, or about, the acquisition, construction, conversion, rehabilitation, improvement, maintenance or
management (whether by that person or by another) of any property which is or is intended to be
privately let as housing accommodation. Financial assistance is defined to include the making of a
grant or a loan, guaranteeing the performance of any obligation owed to or by that person;
indemnifying them against loss, or where that person is a body corporate acquiring shares or loan
capital in that person.

4.7

Under section 26 of the Local Government Act 1988 the Secretary of State has issued “The general
consent under section 25 of the Local Government Act 1988 for financial assistance to any person
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2010”. General consent C empowers the Council to provide any person with any financial assistance
for the purposes of or about the matters referred to in section 24(1) of the 1988 Act.
4.8

The provision by the Council of financial support to the companies may raise questions of state aid
under Article 87 of the EC Treaty and the Council must be satisfied that the proposed actions are
lawful. The specific ingredients of state aid under Article 87are: (i) there is aid; (ii) it is granted by a
Member State or through State resources; (iii) it favours certain undertakings; (iv) it distorts or
threatens to distort competition; and (v) it affects inter-State trade. An “aid” comprises any form of
intervention which has the same or similar effects to a subsidy. Independent legal and accountancy
advice have confirmed the terms of the loans to the company is state aid compliant.

4.9

Section 149 of the Equality Act 2010 sets out the public-sector equality duty replacing the previous
duties in relation to race, sex and disability and extending the duty to all the protected characteristics
i.e. race, sex, disability, age, sexual orientation, religion or belief, pregnancy or maternity, marriage
or civil partnership and gender reassignment. The public sector equality duty requires public
authorities to have due regard to the need to:
a)
Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct prohibited
under that act
b)
Advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and those who do not share it; and
c)
Foster good relations between those who share a protected characteristic and those who do
not share it, which involves having due regard to the need to(i) tackle prejudice, and
(ii) promote understanding.
d)
Having due regard to the need to advance equality of opportunity between persons who share
a relevant protected characteristic and persons who do not share it involves having due regard
to the need to—
(i)
remove or minimise disadvantages suffered by persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic that are connected to that characteristic;
(ii)
take steps to meet the needs of persons who share a relevant protected characteristic
that are different from the needs of persons who do not share it, including steps to take
account of disabled persons' disabilities;
(iii) encourage persons who share a relevant protected characteristic to participate in public
life or in any other activity in which participation by such persons is disproportionately
low.
e)
Compliance with the duties in section 149 of the Act may involve treating some persons more
favourably than others; but that is not to be taken as permitting conduct that would otherwise
be prohibited by or under the Act.
f)
The Equality Duty must be complied with before and at the time that a policy is under
consideration or decision is taken - that is, in the development of policy options, and in making
a final decision. A public body cannot satisfy the Equality Duty by justifying a decision after it
has been taken.

4.10 When considering whether to adopt the recommendations of this report, the decision maker will be
exercising discretion within the constraints of the duties referred to above and should therefore have
in mind the following principles of administrative law:
(i)
the decision must be within the Council’s powers;
(ii) all relevant information and consideration, including the Council’s fiduciary duty to the Council
Tax payer must be considered; and
(iii) all irrelevant considerations, including unauthorised purposes, must be ignored.
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4.11 This proposed key decision was entered in the Forward Plan on 11 February 2019 and so the
necessary 28 clear days’ notice has not been given. The intention is to commence the contract in
April 2019, so the general exception procedure will be followed. The reasons why the report was not
included in the forward plan and that the decision cannot be delayed will be included in the necessary
public notice to be published on the council’s website (and sent to the Chair and Vice-Chair of
Overview & Scrutiny Committee and relevant officers) alongside this report. The report and notice
will be published on the website for five clear days before the decision is approved by the Cabinet
in consultation with the Leader of the Council. A further period of five clear days - the call-in period
– will then elapse before the decision is enacted. If the decision is called-in during this period, it
cannot be enacted until the call-in has been considered and resolved.

5

CONSULTATION AND CO-PRODUCTION

5.1

Consultation and coproduction with residents and the wider community is central to the development
of individual regeneration schemes and officers from HfL team continue to work closely with
residents and communities to support them through the process, ensure they have a say in the look
and feel of their new homes, and help them to understand what Homes for Lambeth is, and what it
means for them.

5.2

Consultation and coproduction has and will continue to play a key role in the development of key
Homes for Lambeth outputs and policies, including the Key Guarantees (agreed by cabinet in March
2017).
Residents have already been consulted on the tenancies and leasehold agreements which Homes
for Lambeth will provide. The Council, in its capacity as shareholder of Homes for Lambeth, will
require HfL Homes (the housing association) to use these new tenancies and leases for those
residents who are currently living on these regeneration estates and would be moving to a newlybuilt HfL home.
Residents of the regeneration estates have also been asked for their views on the specification of
service for future housing management arrangements. This specification will define what HfL for
expect from companies bidding to provide housing management services. The specification will also
determine the cost of these services. It is intended that Homes for Lambeth will then shortlist
suppliers who have shown they can meet this specification. As the rebuilding of estates work nears
completion residents will be consulted on the final choice for their estates.

5.3

Officers within the Council and HfL have and will continue to work with Members to further develop
the proposals set out in this report.

5.4

Local Ward Councillors will also be consulted at the point that a development site within their ward
is identified for development via HfL.

6
6.1

RISK MANAGEMENT
The risks highlighted in the table below are a high level summary of a more comprehensive council risk
register.
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Likelihood
Risk

(1= v
unlikely
4 = highly
likely)

Impact
(1 =
Minor
impact
8 = Major
impact)

Post
Mitigation
Likelihood

Post
Mitigation
Impact

2

4

2

5

6

Assumptions in financial
model to include
Lambeth’s estimates buy
back rates and costs
including compensation.

2

4

6

Incentivise managing
agent to perform well with
KPIs, tight variation
controls and strong
contract management.
Maintain stock in good
standard with active
marketing to attract
tenants. Down side
sensitivities in financial
model.

2

4

6

Robust strategy and
procedures for CPO and
VP processes
Robust tracking and of
monitoring of scheme
phases

2

4

Delay in sites being
brought forward in time
to facilitate decants

3

7

Reduction in sales
prices and rental values
so fewer affordable
homes can be provided

2

7

Freeholder/leaseholder
buy back costs above
budgeted estimates due
to higher number of
leaseholders opting for
the offer and house
price inflation

Risk that operating
costs, voids and bad
debts are higher than
forecast leading to
viability challenges and
reduced or no surpluses
generated

Delays
in
site
transference due to
CPO
and
Vacant
possession which will
impact on programme
delays and have major
implications on viability

3

3

2

Mitigation

Early engagement with
Lambeth to identify and
appraise potential
opportunity sites. Develop
asset management
strategy
Run sensitivities to test
resilience to market
downsides. Ongoing
monitoring of market
conditions
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7
7.1

EQUALITIES IMPACT ASSESSMENT
The Boards of the Homes for Lambeth companies will adopt a suite of policies that guide how they
will carry out their business. This suite of policies will include an Equalities policy reflecting the
principles included in the Council’s policy.

7.2

The impact of estate regeneration will be different for each project at different times and therefore
Equalities Impact Assessments are required on a project basis and reviewed at regular intervals. No
specific equalities impact assessment has been carried out to inform this Cabinet Report as these
are being carried out at a project by project level.

7.3

In progressing estate regeneration projects, Homes for Lambeth will abide by the Council’s approach
to equalities, which are embedded in the Future Lambeth Borough Plan. The principles that will be
followed by the Housing Regeneration team will be:

7.4

Information: Any equalities strategy for an estate regeneration project is only as good as the
information it is based on. It is therefore essential to collect adequate information concerning those
affected by estate regeneration and to maintain such information up-to-date. This is undertaken
through the course of estate regeneration projects by means of activities such as housing needs
assessments, which are carried out for all affected households.

7.5

Training: Equalities principles must be embedded in all minor decision-making throughout an estate
regeneration project. This requires that those working on estates projects are continually mindful of
equalities issues and have access to adequate training to ensure that they embrace such principles
in their day-to-day work.

7.6

Assessment. Formal equalities impacts need to be carried out to inform any major decisions or
commitments on the future of an estate. For a typical estate regeneration project, equalities impact
assessments are required at the following stages:
 Feasibility Stage – to help inform whether or what part of an estate will be redeveloped – an
Equalities Impact Assessment accompanies the Cabinet decision on the scale of
redevelopment for an estate;
 Masterplanning and Local Lettings Plan Stage – to help inform the design work and to
ensure that the replacement homes adequately cater for the existing community of residents,
whose homes are being demolished – an Equalities Impact Assessment then accompanies
any Cabinet report that seeks authorisation for a compulsory purchase order; and,
 Allocations – to help inform the allocations process to ensure that homes are allocated in a
way that conforms with equalities principles – once construction and decanting has
commenced, equalities reviews will be undertaken at pre-defined intervals specific to each
estate.

7.7

New small site developments will have localised impacts on the immediate neighbourhood around
these projects. Any impacts on local residents will be identified and determined in the process of
working up designs for projects and preparing and submitting planning applications. The planning
process itself requires consultation with local residents and the Council will work with local
interests as part of the design process. It is only through the process of such consultation that it
will be possible to identify what and whether there are any impacts and then deduce whether these
raise any equalities considerations. Community statement will be submitted with planning
applications and will address such matters.
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8

COMMUNITY SAFETY

8.1

Homes for Lambeth will contribute positively to community safety by ensuring that each scheme
delivered involves the removal of areas that attract anti-social behaviour and providing more passive
surveillance of streets and spaces. The wider regeneration initiatives will promote estate pride and
actively design out the potential for crime as part of the development process.

8.2

As outlined above, Homes for Lambeth will also contribute towards the delivery of safer and stronger
communities. The provision of safe, high quality housing, committed to in the Homes for Lambeth
design principles, is recognised to make a positive contribution to the improved wellbeing of
residents. Therefore, by increasing the provision of accessible housing, Homes for Lambeth will
directly support Lambeth’s communities to become safer and stronger. The Council will lead the
stakeholder engagement for each scheme and will ensure that residents have both an active
involvement and influence over how each new development is planned and operated.

9

ORGANISATIONAL IMPLICATIONS
Environmental
Environmental sustainability will be a key consideration for any proposed interventions and the
Council will seek the highest possible standards with the resources available.

9.1

Staffing and accommodation
Homes for Lambeth new staffing structures have been set up and in the process of finalizing with a
series of appropriately qualified external appointments and council seconded staff. The governance
proposals HfL has created new, un-remunerated directorship roles for Council officers with an
appropriate level of support provided to assist officers in these new roles. Four remunerated roles
for non-executive Directors has also been be created.

9.2

Procurement
The MOU requires Homes for Lambeth to acquire Council approval for procurement that is outside
the parameters of the business plan. Procurement required to support the business plan will be
subject to Homes for Lambeth’s own procurement policy.

9.3
There are no immediate procurement considerations arising from this report. Direct engagement with
procurement officers is taking place to support the formation and mobilisation of HfL and to ensure
that suitably robust and legally compliant procurement policies and practices are put in place to guide
the activities of HfL.
9.4

Health
The delivery of additional safe, warm and affordable new homes across a range of tenures, together
with the delivery of safer and stronger communities that are designed with and for Lambeth’s
communities will directly support the health and wellbeing of residents. The Lambeth Health and
Wellbeing Strategy (2016) identifies having a good home as an important factor in preventing ill
health and poor wellbeing. HfL will also make investments to generate income for the General Fund
that will support the Council to sustain the delivery of vital services that residents need in the face of
sustained Central Government cuts. The Council’s Social Value principles are also embedded within
Homes for Lambeth’s approach, which will result in new economic and learning opportunities for
residents.
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10

TIMETABLE FOR IMPLEMENTATION

10.1 A high level delivery plan for Homes for Lambeth is set out in Section 2 and Appendix F of the
appended Business plan.
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Business Plan
2019-20

1
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1. Introduction
1.1 About this Business Plan
This Business Plan sets out the objectives, planned activities, deliverables,
performance management framework and forecast financial performance for
the companies within the Homes for Lambeth group of companies in pursuit
of the objective of building more and better homes for the people of Lambeth.
It has been prepared and reviewed in accordance with the Memorandum of
Understanding (‘MOU’) which is the key governing document between Homes
for Lambeth and Lambeth Council. The plan has also been influenced by the
regulatory standards of the Regulator of Social Housing (RSH) where appropriate.
The plan covers the operating period to March 2020 in detail and provides an
insight to objectives and priorities beyond that date.

“This is an exciting time for Homes for Lambeth. In 2018 we took
some important steps, including appointing both our Board and
Executive Team. This gives us a team with a wealth of master-planning,
construction, valuation, housing and financial experience. 2019 will
see us welcoming our first tenants into their new homes at Lollard
Street as well as achieving start-on-site on a number of other schemes
including South Lambeth and Knights Walk. We will also move forward
in partnership with Lambeth Council and local residents on Central
Hill, Cressingham and the Fenwick Estate on plans to rebuild these
estates. I’m looking forward to working with Lambeth Council and the
Homes for Lambeth team to build the more and better homes Lambeth
desperately needs.”
Richard Reynolds Chairman – Homes for Lambeth

The Business Plan was approved by the HFL Board in January 2019 and
recommended to the Ownership and Scrutiny Cabinet Advisory Panel
(“OSP”) for onward approval by the council’s cabinet in the council’s capacity
as HFL’s shareholder.

2
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1.2 Homes for Lambeth’s Objectives and Activities
2. Acting as a centre of expertise for the council
to oversee and project manage the achievement
of obtaining vacant possession on sites for
regeneration, including negotiating with land
owners and progressing compulsory purchase
orders on behalf of the council – given that
providing vacant possession will be a council
obligation under the agreements for lease with
HFL, this work will be paid for by the council;

Homes for Lambeth’s overarching objectives
are to contribute towards the council’s
commitment of 1,000 new homes at council
rent levels – we will do this by rebuilding
current estates, providing replacement homes
for current residents, maximising the number
of genuinely affordable rented homes and
subsidising these homes with grants and the
proceeds from private sale and market rents.
Homes for Lambeth will work with carefullyselected architects, urban regeneration, and
housing specialists and existing residents on the
estates we are rebuilding to create homes and
communities that will thrive for many years to
come by:

3. Acting as a centre of expertise for the council
to bring forward projects and progress them
through the planning process to achieve outline
or detailed planning consent – this activity
will be paid for by the council, with Homes
for Lambeth operating as a development
consultant;

• Building new, sustainable homes for local people
• Creating high-quality shared spaces to
encourage a sense of community

4. Providing development and construction
management services for council developments
as required;

• Generating and reinvesting surpluses into
building more new homes and supporting our
communities

5. Exploring and securing grants, resources and
wider opportunities to increase the quantum
of more and better homes that are delivered
via Homes for Lambeth, thereby enabling it to
make a greater positive impact upon Lambeth’s
housing needs.

• Maintaining a long-term landlord relationship
with our residents and delivering a great service
By pursuing these objectives Homes for
Lambeth will partner effectively with the council
and will support its wider objectives of:

6. Operating as landlord for ‘buy-backs’
undertaken by the council, for which Homes for
Lambeth has taken a short-term commercial
lease in order to rent these out under ASTs on
the open market – this activity should be selffunding through the income stream generated
by the rent;

• Enabling growth and development in the
borough which will provide opportunities for
residents to improve their life chances and
protect the council’s core revenue streams to
help the most vulnerable
• Ensuring that the benefits of growth increase
community resilience

7. Operating as landlord for those affordable
homes and for those market rented homes
to full regulatory and quality standards as
appropriate;

• Reforming how the council commissions and
delivers services with its partners
• Making sure that Lambeth is a place where
people want to live, work and invest.

8. Operating as landlord for those homes that
Homes for Lambeth has built and sold on longleases on the open market;

Homes for Lambeth will undertake the
following activities:

9. Asset management of Homes for Lambeth
housing stock; and,

1. Progressing schemes on which it has taken
an interest in the land (through agreements
for lease, with leases drawn down prior to
construction) from planning consent through
detailed and technical design to construction,
occupation and into management;

10. Delivery of heat and hot water to all newlybuilt homes, where there are district heating
systems (including both urban district heating
and building level district heating).

3
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2. Executive Summary
2.1 Activities to date have focussed on mobilising
the Homes for Lambeth group structure
to effectively deliver Homes for Lambeth’s
objectives. Performance has been reviewed
with the OSP and notable achievements todate include establishing the governance
and financial control structure for Homes
for Lambeth, appointing the HFL team, and
implementing landlord services. Importantly,
Homes for Lambeth is also on schedule to
achieve in-principle approval to commence the
regeneration of the Knights Walk and South
Lambeth schemes by March 2019; subject to
satisfactory procurement tender outcomes.

objectives for the period ahead. These
activities will include ‘starting on site’ for 4 of
Lambeth council’s primary regeneration sites,
achieving planning permission for 2 further
sites, introducing our landlord service, and
researching/mobilising future activities.

2.2 The 2019-20 Business Plan builds on the
mobilisation activities that have necessarily
dominated 2018 and sets clear delivery

2.4 Delivery – The key deliverables and
milestones by March 2020 are set out in the
summary table.

2.3 Homes for Lambeth’s success is entirely
reliant on the ongoing support and advocacy
of Lambeth Council, the regeneration and
commercial skills within Homes for Lambeth to
demand value-added contracts and to generate
surpluses, favourable market conditions,
effective resident involvement and influence,
and compliance with regulatory standards.

Strategic
Objectives

Build new
sustainable homes
for local people

Deliver high quality
community places
and a great landlord
service

Generate surpluses
for reinvestment in
homes

Build the Homes
for Lambeth
infrastructure
and a high
performing team

2019-20
Business
Plan Goals
for delivery/
performance
measurement
by March
2020

• 70 new homes at
Council level rents
complete and in
management by Mar
2019 (Lollard Street)
• 145 Council level
rent homes and
14 affordable rent
homes on site by
Mar 2020
• Achieve planning
resolution for a
further 150 homes
by Mar 2020
• Provide
an excellent
development service
to the council –
measure by SLA
• Investigate
and test modern
methods of
construction
• Zero notifiable
health and safety
incidents within the
period
• Identify and
develop sites
within the strategic
pipeline to ensure
continued delivery

• Implement new Homes
for Lambeth landlord
service and target
satisfaction > 80%
• Have 100 AST homes
by Mar 2020
• Complete the RSH
registration and ensure
full compliance with
regulatory standards
• Support the delivery
of the Key Guarantees
• Research Market
Rent tenure options
by Jun 2019
• Reduce inequality
through the creation
of 50 apprenticeships
/ job opportunities for
local people through
the lifecycle of the
programme
• Promote cohesive
and sustainable
neighbourhoods through
the development of
community, health
and welfare initiatives
• Showcase 6 case
studies to evidence
social value activities/
achievements

• Establish financial
plans to enable
effective forecasting
and monitoring
• Implement
effective
contracting and
performance
monitoring of
suppliers
• Identify and
implement the
most tax efficient
structuring of
projects and
activities
• Optimise grant
funding and recycle
local grants for
local people
• Ensure market
valuation advice is
incorporated within
the specification
and design of
market homes to
maximise surpluses

• Recruit the Homes
for Lambeth team
structure and
demonstrate VFM
and savings in
consultancy through
case studies
• Establish and
implement
demonstrably
robust treasury
and audit practices
• Procure a
framework
of housing
management
providers by Mar
2020
• Contain costs
within approved
budgets

4
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Of particular note:

By March 2020, total loan facilities of £29.1m
will be required; £22.8m of this is expected to
be drawn by this date.

• The first Homes for Lambeth scheme
expected to start-on-site is Knights Walk; the
development is planned for two phases, with
phase 1 comprising of 16 new council level rent
homes that enable decant of the 14 secure
tenants currently living on the site. Phase 2
will deliver 68 new homes with 23 affordable
homes and 45 for market sale in the business
planning period 2021.

2.8 Consents and Approvals – to enable the
delivery of the Homes for Lambeth business
plan, various consents and approvals will
be required in the business planning period
to March 2020. This requires effective,
coordinated and timely collaboration between
Homes for Lambeth companies and Lambeth
Council when acting in their respective
interests and remits.

• Homes for Lambeth will not generate
surpluses in the business plan period as the
organisation will be investing in infrastructure
and early contracting activities; financial
performance in this period will therefore
focus on cost and performance management.

2.9 Risk Management and Mitigations – Homes
for Lambeth has implemented a risk mapping
process. This is routinely updated and reviewed
by the Homes for Lambeth Board alongside
the associated risk mitigations and forms of
assurance.

2.5 Investment – Operating budgets for all
Homes for Lambeth companies have been
prepared; the forecasts demonstrate that the
Homes for Lambeth group will generate losses
until 2020-21 when surpluses from the new
build schemes are first anticipated. This is
because Homes for Lambeth is investing in
the necessary infrastructure and resourcing
development-related mobilisation activities in
the intervening period and is an anticipated
necessity within the early stages of a longerterm strategic cycle of growth.

2.10 The primary risks facing Homes for
Lambeth are currently considered to be:
2.10.1 Construction cost increases
beyond forecasts and stress-testing in
light of market fluctuations and Brexit
uncertainty, causing viability challenges.
2.10.2 Challenges in securing and
retaining efficient resources in a
timely fashion to deliver the expected
programme leading to delays.

2.6 Cash flow forecasts have also been prepared
for all planned development scheme activity.
These forecast capital investment of £0.5m by
March 2019, rising to £21.5m by March 2020. In
addition, HFL expect to provide services with a
value of £2m to Lambeth Council in the period.

2.10.3 Programme delays causing an
increase in costs with a consequential
impact on liquidity.
2.10.4 Risk of contractor failure due to
volatile market conditions.

2.7 The forecast losses will be funded by
a working capital loan facility provided by
Lambeth Council. In addition, project loans
will be provided for each development scheme
and transfer of homes. The forecast funding
commitment and loan drawdown profile for
the business plan period is:
Funding Profile by March

2019

2020

Working Capital Loan –
Commitment

£5.0m

£5.0m

Working Capital Loan –
Drawdowns

£0.5m

£1.3m

Project Loans – Commitment

£23.6m

£24.1m

Project Loans – Drawdowns

£0.3m

£21.5m

5
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3. Operating Context
3.1 This section presents a précis of key
strategic and contextual drivers that have and
will continue to underpin the council’s rationale
for forming and mobilising the Homes for
Lambeth Group, as an arms-length but closely
aligned strategic vehicle for housing delivery,
development and management. As such, these
drivers are implicit to the shared ethos of the
council and the Homes for Lambeth Group.

In the context of these challenges, the council
is seeking to improve both the quality and
quantity of the housing in Lambeth.
3.5 As a response to this compelling housing
need, the council has made a commitment to
build 1,000 new homes at council level rents.
The estate regeneration programme is one of
the initiatives that is being progressed by the
council to seek to meet this ambition.

3.2 Building more homes in the borough is a key
driver of inclusive growth and one of the three
priorities set out in Lambeth’s Borough Plan
(2016-2021). Lambeth has set clear commitments
to maintain socially-mixed communities in the
Borough; and prevent homelessness by placing
people in suitable, affordable, permanent homes
as quickly as possible.

3.6 Lambeth set up the Homes for Lambeth
group of companies to contribute towards
achieving these aims and to help reduce the
substantial pressures on the council’s housing
waiting list. It will form an important part of
the council’s wider delivery mechanisms for
building more and better homes in the Borough,
alongside the council’s direct delivery and
collaborations with developers and Housing
Associations.

3.3 Lambeth’s foremost commitment is to
ensure that every one of our residents has the
opportunity to live in a good-quality home
that is affordable and suitable for their needs.
However, there are simply not enough homes,
particularly affordable homes, to meet the
needs of people in Lambeth.

3.7 Homes for Lambeth will focus on
delivering housing that is financially viable
and aligned with the council’s wider priorities,
including the design principles developed by
the council and the ‘Key Guarantees’ for both
council tenants and resident homeowners on
Lambeth’s estates. Homes for Lambeth will
work closely with and alongside the council in
delivering its schemes.

3.4 Lambeth, like all London boroughs, is facing
a major housing crisis. In Lambeth almost
29,000 people are on the waiting list for a
council home; the number of homeless families
in temporary accommodation has risen sharply
to over 2,100 (April 2018), the vast majority
of which are families with children. Every year
between 3,000 and 4,000 people apply to
be on the council’s housing waiting list. This
equates to 60 to 80 households per week.
Last year the council was able to provide
housing for fewer than 1,000 households each
year; this equates to around 20 households
per week and includes internal transfers from
one council property to another.

3.8 Homes for Lambeth and the council have
both a partnering and commercial relationship;
as the sole shareholder in HFL Group and
primary source of funding, the council has
a strong interest in its activities and retains
control over major decisions as set out in the
Scheme of Delegations including the approval
of the HFL Business Plan and the leasing and
loan agreements it contains.
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Market Context

3.9 The council has secured GLA grant
funding for new affordable homes within the
program, the current rate of grant is £60,000
per dwelling at council level rents therefore
additional subsidy is required through sale of
market dwellings.

3.13 Current market conditions are being
affected with the uncertainty of Brexit and
the impact it may have on the industry. It is
envisaged that in the short term build costs
will rise slightly and market sales will stagnate.
However these conditions will also provide
opportunities to engage with consultants
and contractors that would ordinarily not be
available to us.

3.10 Due to limited available funding for
affordable housing, Homes for Lambeth will
deliver private housing alongside its new build
schemes to cross-subsidise the cost of providing
the affordable tenures. Homes for Lambeth will
also maximise opportunities to access grant for
delivering affordable housing.

3.14 When looking at the market context it is
important to remember the long term nature
of the projects it is undertaking. The short term
uncertainty caused by Brexit and other factors
will have an impact.

3.11 Homes for Lambeth enables the council
to tackle market failures by delivering the new,
quality housing that residents need but which
is not being delivered by the market. Pricing
and economic conditions are notably tightening
within the development and construction
sectors, which is, and will, continue to inhibit
the supply of affordable housing in Lambeth
and across London. The Homes for Lambeth
group of companies will become increasingly
important as a partner for the council to the
supply of affordable housing in Lambeth,
particularly on challenging estate regeneration
schemes.

3.15 Homes for Lambeth will continue to review
the skills and expertise at its disposal to guide
company activities in this challenging market.
Alongside ensuring that there is a clear focus on
local needs and resident priorities, It is essential
that Homes for Lambeth is able to identify
and attract the right people with the skills and
proven industry experience required in order to
successfully undertake development; to procure
and deliver complex construction projects
on time and on budget; and to ensure that all
Homes for Lambeth residents receive high
quality, reliable and timely services.

3.12 Lambeth remains a highly attractive
borough for development, but much of
the financial surplus generated by private
development has typically left the local
economy. Homes for Lambeth enables
development surpluses to be generated in
Lambeth and reinvested in Lambeth, in order
to deliver more and better homes that meet
the needs of Lambeth’s communities.

3.16 In addition, Homes for Lambeth will explore
opportunities for integrating private rented
housing into the schemes it develops. HFL
Living is already established to become the
long-term landlord for private rented housing if
Homes for Lambeth chooses to deliver it. Private
rented housing provides an accessible and
flexible tenure option for people at all stages in
life. It also diversifies the tenure that Homes for
Lambeth will be delivering thereby reducing the
group’s exposure to market sale risk.
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4. Delivery Objectives and Priorities
4.1 In 2019, Homes for Lambeth will ‘start-onsite’ with 4 primary regeneration schemes and
will instigate its landlord services through its
management of the 70 new homes at Lollard
Street and up to 100 temporary market letting
of buy-back properties.

Delivery: New Homes Under
Construction

No. Homes

Fenwick Regeneration s.106

46

Westbury Phase 1 s.106

64

South Lambeth phase 1

30

4.2 Homes for Lambeth aims to create homes
that will stand the test of time and will help
to build communities that will thrive. Homes
for Lambeth will work closely with existing
residents to find solutions that are right for
them, while also adding to the housing available
in our borough. Homes for Lambeth will design
homes and places that are sustainable with low
running costs. Homes for Lambeth will create
and manage homes for local Lambeth people,
with as many as possible at genuinely affordable
rents, and others for higher income groups.
Where appropriate for the scheme, HFL will
consider integrating private rented housing as
part of the housing offer.

Knights Walk Phase 1

16

Hillside Gardens

3

Total

159

Delivery: Homes in Management

No. Homes

Lollard Street
100% Council Level Rent

70

Buy-Back Homes (temp. market rents) 100
100% Market Rent Homes
Total

170

Schemes Being Progressed for Development

4.3 For secure tenants who live on estates that
we are rebuilding, Homes for Lambeth will
work in partnership with the council to deliver
on the Key Guarantees made to existing
residents. All Homes for Lambeth homes will
meet our design principles which require:

• Fenwick – Phase 2 planning and hybrid for estate
• Cressingham – Phase 1 planning and hybrid for
estate
• Central Hill – Phase 1 planning and hybrid for
estate
• Somerleyton Road – Phase 2 planning
• A selection of small sites

• Modern, practical, well-insulated and secure
homes

Other Development Services and Activities:

• Plenty of storage space

• Explore partnerships e.g. L&Q’s programme for
small Registered Providers
• Research Market Rent as a tenure for Homes for
Lambeth
• Investigate modern methods of construction with
particular focus on off-site manufacture.

• Personal outdoor space
• Safe communal spaces, streets and public spaces
• Discrete storage for waste and recycling
• Covered and secure storage for cycles
• Integrated, mixed estates

New Homes Under Construction
by March 2020

• Architecture that works
• Sustainable buildings and spaces that are
economical to manage and maintain

4.6 The quantum of homes targeted to be
under construction by Homes for Lambeth by
March 2020 has an estimated Total Scheme
Cost of £25.6m; this is anticipated to be
supported by grant funding of £2.0m. These
schemes are currently forecast to deliver
losses of £22.6m subject to the delivery of all
associated forecasts. The early scheme deficits
are driven by the focus on early provision of
replacement homes; these deficits are forecast
to be offset in subsequent development phases

4.4 HFL Homes Ltd has also completed its
registration with the Regulator of Social Housing
(RSH). Its landlord services will therefore be
resourced and managed to ensure compliance
with the RSH’s regulatory standards.
4.5 A summary of the Homes for Lambeth
programme activities in the business planning
period to March 2020 is:
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Scheme Feasibility Activities by March 2020

through the sale of newly built houses. The
Homes for Lambeth team and Lambeth Council
are working together to mitigate these deficits
as much as is possible.

4.13 Homes for Lambeth will be developing
masterplans on the three lead estates by
working collaboratively with the council’s
planning department to develop a sustainable
solution whilst maximising density. We will also
be identifying smaller phases that sit within
these masterplans that we can bring forward to
planning in order to achieve some early delivery.

4.7 All scheme approvals are subject to viability
and value-for-money assessments. Although
detailed estimates are prepared throughout the
feasibility and planning process, and external
valuations and professional advice are sought to
inform estimates, the full financial implications
cannot be confirmed until planning is confirmed
and the construction work is tendered.

4.14 Homes for Lambeth will provide a
development management service to the
council; the resource plan for this activity
assumes that this service will require a
continued input by Homes for Lambeth to
service delivery.

4.8 These schemes will therefore be tendered
in the business plan period and the associated
financial forecasts will be updated when the
procurement processes are concluded. It is
possible that this process will result in changes
to the design and objectives of the scheme.
These forecasts will then form the formal
project budget for performance monitoring.

4.15 Homes for Lambeth is committed, with
the support of the council, to take a minimum
of 4 schemes to planning within the current
business period.
Homes for Lambeth Landlord Services –
Homes in Management

4.9 We will be looking to secure planning
consents on identified phases within the three
lead estates along with a number of small
sites. It is also our intention to review consents
achieved to date and use our in-house expertise
to ensure both the design and construction
methodology is as efficient and cost effective
as possible.

4.16 HFL Homes and HFL Build will be offering
landlord services by March 2020.
HFL Homes
4.17 The RSH oversees the activities of
Registered Providers to ensure they are
compliant with the regulatory standards which
are categorised into ‘economic’ and ‘consumer’
standards. These are:

4.10 The expected tenure mix of the
3 schemes under construction in the business
plan period is:
Expected Tenure Mix / No. Units / % Units

Economic Standards:

Council level rents

164

92%

• Governance and Financial Viability Standard

Affordable rents

13

8%

• Value for Money Standard

Total

159

• Rent Standard
Consumer Standards:

4.11 92% of these new homes will therefore
be provided at council level rents and a further
8% at affordable rent levels – a significant
contribution to the council’s target.

• Tenant Involvement and Empowerment
Standard
• Homes Standard
• Tenancy Standard

4.12 New Homes built for council level rents
are being constructed according to the unit
size mix determined at planning and rents will
be set in accordance with the council’s rent
setting formula.

• Neighbourhood and Community.
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4. Delivery Objectives and Priorities continued

4.20 During 2019-20 HFL Homes will undertake
a procurement exercise to establish a
framework of housing management providers
that can offer high quality and good value
housing management services across HFL
Homes’ growing portfolio in Lambeth.

4.18 The Board of HFL Homes will ensure
that the business acts in the best interests of
the residents and remains compliant with the
regulatory standards.
4.19 HFL Homes’ first properties will be 70
homes at Lollard Street, Lambeth, which is a
Section 106 scheme being delivered by the
Canary Wharf Group. These homes will be let at
council level rents with 35 homes available via
a local lettings plan to current council tenants
of neighbouring blocks. This scheme is due to
be finished and ready for occupation in early
2019. The properties will be acquired from
Lambeth Council by Homes for Lambeth with a
sub-lease being granted to HFL Homes under
a 250-year lease; Existing Use Value – Social
Housing is the basis of the transfer price and
shares will be issued in Homes for Lambeth as
consideration. HFL Homes intends to acquire
further Section 106 schemes on a similar basis.
In addition, HFL Homes will play an essential
role in the Homes for Lambeth structure by
being the long-term landlord of affordable
homes that will be developed by HFL Build.
HFL Homes will acquire new affordable homes
within its financial capacity to do so thereby
ensuring it continues to manage a sustainable
business providing the high-quality homes that
its tenants deserve.

HFL Build
4.21 HFL Build will also increase its portfolio
of homes for temporary private rent by March
2020. The first lettings were undertaken in
November 2018, and HFL Build expects to
have 100 homes in management by March
2020. These homes are temporary lettings for
properties on prime sites for regeneration.
4.22 These lettings will be managed by external
lettings agents to standards stipulated and
monitored by HFL.
Other HFL Development Services
4.23 Homes for Lambeth will undertake
research projects in the business plan period
to inform and influence future regeneration
activities. These projects will include
researching HFL’s private rented tenure strategy,
assessing modern methods of construction,
and investigating other sources of development
funding and partnerships to assist HFL in
fulfilling its objectives.
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5. Investment Profile
5.1 The Business Plan to March 2020 and the
investment and feasibility activities it contains,
reflect estimated capital expenditure as follows:
Schemes Under
Construction

By March By March
2019
2020

Knights Walk Phase 1

£0.3m

£6.9m

South Lambeth Phase 1

0

£14.1m

Hillside Gardens

0

£0.5m

Total (cumulative)

£0.3m

£21.5m

Feasibility:

By March By March
2019
2020

HFL Resources (re-charge)

£0.5m

£1.5m

Cressingham Gardens

£0.5m

£2.0m

Central Hill

£0.4m

£2.1m

Fenwick – study

0

£2.0m

Somerleyton Road

£0.3m

£0.5m

Other New Business
opportunities

£0.2m

£1.0m

Total (cumulative)

£1.9m

£9.1m

5.2 Homes for Lambeth current forecasts
indicate capital expenditure by Homes
for Lambeth of £21.5m by March 2020 for
schemes under construction. This forecast
capital expenditure is expected to be
supported by grant funding of £2.0m. In
addition, Homes for Lambeth propose a
budget of £9.1m for the period to March
2020 to support the council’s feasibility
work for future regeneration schemes; this
budget includes Homes for Lambeth staffing
resources and externally commissioned
professional services only.
5.3 It should be noted that these budget
estimates are highly reliant on the outcome
of formal tendering activities and agreed new
business priorities.
5.4 The operating budgets for Homes for
Lambeth were approved by the Homes for
Lambeth Boards at meetings in October 2018.

6. Beyond 2019-20
6.1 Homes for Lambeth will support the predevelopment activity for this program and
additional smaller site opportunities across this
business plan period and provide sufficient

resource to meet council demand over the longer
term. The overall program and the resourcing plan
for Homes for Lambeth across a 3 year period is
able to sustain this level of development.

7. Financial Controls
Homes for Lambeth Operating Budgets

7.1 The Homes for Lambeth Boards
have approved Financial Regulations for
implementation. These establish financial
controls, authorities and delegations
commensurate with the objectives of the HFL
organisation and with the regulatory context
within which it operates.

7.2 Outline operating budgets for 2018-19 and
2019-20 have also been approved for each of
the subsidiary HFL companies. These budgets
include the resourcing necessary to deliver the
development programme outlined above, including
the assumed development feasibility services to
11
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7. Financial Controls continued

Homes for Lambeth Capital Budgets

the council. Budget performance will be monitored
on a monthly basis by the Homes for Lambeth
Boards, in accordance with the commitments
set out in the MOU. The Homes for Lambeth
operating budgets are summarised as follows:
Budget split by
Co

Total
2018/19
£’000

Total
2019/20
£’000

Income

75

150

Expenditure

(516)

(1,192)

Net income

(441)

(1,042)

Income

389

1,303

Expenditure

(476)

(1,196)

Net income

(87)

107

Income

289

578

Expenditure

(271)

(332)

Net income

18

246

Income

753

2,031

Expenditure

(1,262)

(2,720)

Net income

(509)

(689)

7.5 Homes for Lambeth investment in IT
systems, software and the routine supply and
replacement of IT hardware is assumed to be
covered through the SLA for IT support from
Lambeth Council.
7.6 No budget provision has been made for
capital investment in properties in the period
to March 2020. Any such costs are expected to
be funded by retention provisions or via grant
funding applications (for example, for necessary
aids and adaptations). Any necessary major
repairs expenditure on temporary homes is
expected to be expensed.

Homes for Lambeth

HFL Build

Feasibility and New Business Budgets
7.7 Homes for Lambeth will provide development
services to Lambeth Council. As part of this
service, feasibility budgets will be agreed and
HFL staff will take financial responsibility for
the monitoring and management of agreed
budgets. The proposed feasibility budgets for
the business plan period are:

HFL Homes

Total Group

HFL Operating Budgets 2018-2020
(exc. Finance costs)
7.3 The budgets demonstrate net losses
throughout the business plan period as Homes
for Lambeth resources the companies to deliver
the development programme which is not
scheduled to generate turnover until 2021-22.
The budgets are therefore highly sensitive to
the rate at which the development programme
is resourced and progressed and to the rate at
which income is realised.

Feasibility:

By March By March
2019
2020

Resources (re-charge)

£0.5m

£1.5m

Fenwick – P2 planning and
hybrid for estate

£0

£2.0m

Cressingham – Phase 1
£0.5m
planning and hybrid for estate

£2.0m

Central Hill – Phase 1 planning £0.4m
and hybrid for estate

£2.1m

Somerleyton Road – Phase 2
planning

£0.3m

£0.5m

Other New Business
opportunities

£0.2m

£1.0m

Total (cumulative)

£1.9m

£9.1m

Budget Management
7.8 The council and the Homes for Lambeth
Boards recognise that sound financial
management will be critical to the success
of this start-up group of companies. There is
no existing income or assets and Homes for
Lambeth will be undertaking major and complex
development activity with expected contract
values of c.£19.7m in the first twelve months of
being established. As such, it is important that

7.4 The HFL operating budgets are reliant on:
• Taking over management of buyback
properties;
• Transfer of completed S106 properties by third
party developers to HFL Homes; and
• Effective management of HFL staffing and
resources budgets.
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1. Development schemes must meet the viability
requirements of the council and of Homes for
Lambeth group companies; the investment
appraisal criteria will be reviewed annually;

the growth and risks are carefully managed,
and that the company has sufficient financial
and human resources to do so.
7.9 It is anticipated that early development
schemes will require direct and indirect
financial support from the council to facilitate
the developments and to contain risks within
acceptable risk parameters, particularly for the
Homes for Lambeth group companies; support
proposals will take full account of legal and
contractual requirements and grant funding
conditions.

2. Homes for Lambeth will ensure compliance
with all funding conditions including GLA
funding conditions, and the conditions included
in its loan agreements;
3. Homes for Lambeth will maintain liquidity
for the companies in line with agreed minimum
requirements;
4. Schemes must generate sufficient income to
repay loans in line with agreed terms;

7.10 The council and Homes for Lambeth will
work collaboratively to deliver the overarching
objectives of more and better homes for
Lambeth.

5. Post Practical Completion of schemes, Homes
for Lambeth will prioritise safeguarding the
cash flow requirements of companies within the
group prior to distributing dividends;

7.11 Within the context of the overall capital
programme and spending priorities, the council
will consider:

6. Homes for Lambeth will seek required
funding from the council in the first instance but
reserves the right to market test the terms;

• Application of right to buy (RTB) receipts to
eligible expenditure on new affordable homes
and/or support applications to the GLA or
other funding bodies to maximise allocation of
housing grant or other infrasctructure funding
available;

7. Homes for Lambeth and the council will
seek to optimise the use of S106, grant and
other similar funding to support the delivery of
affordable housing;

• Application of eligible Community
Infrastructure Levy or Section 106 funding
generated within the programme to meet
eligible investments; and

8. The performance of HFL Homes will ensure
that borrowing from Lambeth (on-lending of
Public Works Loan Board funding) is repaid
by the end of 50-year loan term for each loan
facility or as otherwise agreed;

• The recovery and timing of sunk costs in
relation to residual land values.

9. The mechanisms and parameters for the
cross-charging of services between HFL and
the council will be agreed and implemented.
Similarly, any Homes for Lambeth intra-group
re-charges will be set out clearly and monitored;

The basis of financial viability for each site will
be agreed prior to drawdown of funds by the
HFL Board and the council and will be regularly
monitiored throughout the delivery period.
7.12 The Regulator of Social Housing will, as
regulator of HFL Homes, have an interest in
the financial management of HFL to ensure
compliance with the Financial Viability Standard
and to ensure that affordable housing assets
are not put at risk. The HFL Homes Board will
monitor this compliance.

10. Homes for Lambeth activities may require
council guarantees to support it as a new company;
11. Homes for Lambeth will use its expertise
to add value to schemes and to its landlord
services by exploring areas such as thirdparty income, enhancements to the residential
offer, efficient procurement packages, design
standards etc; and

7.13 Set out below are the financial controls
and commercial parameters that Homes for
Lambeth will work within. These will contribute
to the delivery of the strategic objectives set
out in the earlier section:

12. Where equity is invested in Homes for
Lambeth, developments and assets funded by
equity will be actively managed to generate the
target returns.
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7. Financial Controls continued

Planned Procurements

• Commence procurement of a framework
of consultants to support development
activity, including but not limited to design
and planning.

7.14 Homes for Lambeth companies expect to
undertake the following procurements by March
2020 (this list represents a selection but is not
exhaustive and further procurements may be
undertaken within the Scheme of Delegations to
support the delivery of the Business Plan):

Key Agreements and Contracts
7.15 The Boards of each company will enter
into a range of key agreements and contracts
over the business planning period in order
to deliver development, estates and tenant
management activities, as well as corporate
activities.

• Contractor procurement for the following
schemes: Knight’s Walk and South Lambeth
Estate;
• Formal tax advice for the development
schemes and land transfers to ensure
tax efficiency and full awareness of tax
implications for Homes for Lambeth’s
proposals;

7.16 These agreements may include (but are
not limited to) the following:
• Form of Agreement(s) for Lease;

• HFL Homes shall enter into a contract with
Pinnacle for the housing management
contract at Lollard Street (preferred bidder
following a competitive procurement process)
by March 2019;

• Form(s) of Lease and associated agreements
(e.g. Warranties, Wayleave Agreements);

• Services to support executive and corporate
functions of Homes for Lambeth companies in
so far as these are not provided by the council
(e.g. Legal);

• Lease and Tenancy Agreements;

• Funding and associated agreements and
finance documents;
• Service contracts for service providers;
• Construction contracts and associated
agreements such as warranties, parent
company guarantees, bonds etc;

• Homes for Lambeth will also appoint auditors
in 2019. This appointment will be proposed
to the Ownership and Stewardship Cabinet
Advisory Panel for recommendation to
the Cabinet in accordance with the MOU
compliance requirements. This proposal is
scheduled for the first quarter of 2019.

• Estates and Tenant Management services
contract;
• Planning Agreements including S106
Agreements, S278 Agreements etc;
• Service Level Agreements; and
• Collaboration Agreement with the council
for services.

• Homes for Lambeth will require an accounting
system by March 2019; options will be
considered and informed by the new system’s
capability or providing monitoring reports to
the council’s requirements;

The council will retain 100% nominations to
new affordable homes in accordance with the
allocations policy.

• Commence procurement of a framework
of housing management service providers
for HFL Homes (the scope will be expanded
to include private rent homes managed by
HFL Living if this tenure is integrated into
the schemes);

7.17 Within Homes for Lambeth, all contracts
will be reviewed and approved by the relevant
party/parties to the contract in accordance
with Homes for Lambeth policies.
7.18 Where the council is counterparty to a
key agreement of contract, the council’s own
decision-making rules and processes as set
out in the council’s Constitution will govern
the council’s endorsement of the respective
agreement or contract.

• Commence and complete procurement of
asset management services;
• Commence and complete procurement
of specialist technical service providers in
accordance with the energy strategy to be
adopted; and
14
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8. Enabling Activities
People and Resources
8.1 Homes for Lambeth’s detailed plans for
the effective recruitment and engagement of
people are currently being formulated. The
guiding principles will be to ensure that HFL has
the skills and capabilities necessary to operate a
multi-company structure (including a regulated
provider of social housing), charged with the
delivery of a complex urban regeneration
programme, responsible for the safe delivery of
capital budgets up to £1.6bn, operating within
the context of a publicly funded organisation
accountable to its customers.

scope. This is likely to take between 4-6 weeks
depending on availability of staff and their
representatives for consultation meetings.
8.6 Homes for Lambeth needs a clear brand
and identity in the market. Clarity about what
a performance culture means will require
work on developing the employer brand and
ensuring congruency with HfL’s external brand.
The start of the process could be a workshop
with directors to create three or four core
values that will then drive how performance is
managed. This can begin in January 2019 and be
concluded by the middle of February.

8.2 Homes for Lambeth’s Boards have agreed
a resourcing plan and associated budget for
the period to March 2020. This anticipates
an initial staffing complement of c.20 staff
resourced through secondments from Lambeth
Council and interim appointments, rising to a
total anticipated headcount of c.26 staff by
March 2020.

8.7 The 2019-20 Homes for Lambeth resource
budget approved by the Homes for Lambeth
Board is £2.0m. Notably, c.£1m of this budget is
expected to be re- charged to the council for the
provision of development feasibility services.
8.8 The success of Homes for Lambeth relies on
ongoing effective collaboration with Lambeth
Council, appropriate controls and assurances.
This is partly achieved through council
nominated Board Members and thereby direct
influence in Homes for Lambeth strategy and
decision-making.

8.3 Homes for Lambeth people will be
contracted/employed by Homes for Lambeth
Group Ltd and associated costs allocated
and charged to other group companies and
Lambeth Council as appropriate and dependent
on activity. To achieve this, Homes for Lambeth
Group is developing its recruitment offer and
building the necessary infrastructure; Homes
for Lambeth Group Ltd will, for example,
require people related contracts of employment
and policies, a pension scheme, and a payroll
service.

8.9 A Collaboration Agreement has also been
developed and approved in principle by the
Homes for Lambeth Boards. This sets out the
service level agreements that will be required
between Homes for Lambeth and the council to
enable performance and delivery.

8.4 Independent benchmarking has been
instructed to confirm that the proposed staffing
levels are reasonable in the context of the
proposed development programme, and to
validate salary levels.

8.10 An effective and adequately resourced
Homes for Lambeth function is also required
within the council to manage the impact on the
council of Homes for Lambeth’s strategy and
operational plans.

8.5 The Transfer of Undertaking test of
assignment process is being undertaken jointly
by the council’s HR team and an independent
HR Consultant. There are very few roles
that are in scope as the original structure
on the Housing and Regeneration Team was
predominately populated by interim staff to
ensure the right skills were acquired at various
points in the project process. Once the final
report is complete a timetable can be created,
and consultation can begin for the roles within

8.11 Homes for Lambeth will also implement
IT systems in the business plan period and
will consult with Lambeth IT as appropriate;
these will include data management, business
planning, and accounting systems.
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9. Enabling Activities
Funding
9.1 The Homes for Lambeth companies will be
funded, either in part or wholly, by debt funding
on commercial terms from the council. The
Homes for Lambeth Executive and Boards will
be responsible for ensuring that debt can be
serviced and that target returns are generated.
The following funding sources are in place or
are in progress:

supplemented and replenished by receipts from
land sales and will therefore be a recycling fund.
Homes for Lambeth will provide the resources
to undertake development management
services and recharge the cost to this council
budget. This funding is in place and accessed
through the council’s arrangements for
delegated powers.

9.2 Lambeth Council Project development
budget – the council has allocated an initial
£25m to bring the nominated sites to the point
of transfer to HFL Build (generally on award of
a deliverable planning permission). The council
is expected to agree that this budget will be

9.3 Lambeth Council and Homes for Lambeth
Funding Arrangements – Heads of Terms have
been agreed for various equity arrangements
and loan facilities. The purpose, status, and
expected implementation dates for these
facilities are as follows:

Source of funding

Purpose

Status

£5m Working Capital Loan facility
between Lambeth Council and
HFL Group Ltd.

Funding Homes for Lambeth cash
flows until sufficient turnover is
generated by HFL companies.

Heads of Terms Agreed Legal
drafting ongoing

Development Project Loan
Facilities between Lambeth
Council and HFL Build Ltd.

Funding full development project
costs until sales proceeds are
realised.

Homes for Lambeth Board
Approval scheduled for Spring 19

These facilities are currently
capped at £150m.

Council Approval scheduled for
Spring 19

Housing Loan Facilities between
Lambeth Council and HFL Homes
Ltd

Funding acquisition of social
homes from Lambeth Council or
HFL Build Ltd.

Heads of Terms Agreed

Equity Arrangement between
Lambeth Council and HFL Group
Ltd

To facilitate the acquisition of the
long lease of the Lollard Street
Homes to HFL Homes Ltd

Agreement for Lease completed.
Lease to be granted on practical
completion of the new homes.

9.4 By March 2020, total loan facilities of
£29.1m will be required; £22.8m of this is
expected to be drawn by this date.

Legal drafting ongoing

9.6 The council’s current delegated authorities
to the Section 151 Officer and to the Director
of Legal Services to enter into the formal loan
agreements and lease arrangements continue
to be required to enable and ensure adequate
draw down funding during the business plan
period.

9.5 In 2019-20 Homes for Lambeth will research
the potential for external funding options to
inform the future funding strategy.
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10. Enabling Activities
Leases and Land Transfers
10.1 The council and Homes for Lambeth have
entered into an Agreement for Lease for the 70
homes at council rent level in the Lollard Street
development. On practical completion of these
homes the council will grant the lease to HFL
Group. On completion of the lease from the
council, HFL Group will grant a sub-lease of the
70 homes to HFL Homes.

Lease with HFL Build for the development sites
at Knights Walk, South Lambeth, and Westbury
estates. The Agreements to Lease will include
provision for the draw-down of leases on a
phase by phase basis prior to commencement
of construction of the respective phase.
10.4 The council is to enter into Agreements for
Lease with HFL Homes for the sale of the homes
on the two Section 106 off-site affordable
developments at Westbury (Phase 1) and South
Fenwick estates. The leases for these two
developments will be granted to HFL Homes on
practical completion of the new homes.

10.2 The council will also grant a head-lease of
the 12 homes for private sale located at Lollard
Street to HFL Group.
10.3 The council is to enter into Agreements for

11. Enabling Activities
Branding and Corporate Identity
11.1 Homes for Lambeth will continue to
develop it corporate identity during 2019-20.
The purpose of this will be to ensure that the
supply chain, residents of estates that will
be rebuilt will understand what Homes for
Lambeth is, its relationship with the council, the
mission given to it by the council and why it is
taking the actions that it is. A part of this will
be ensuring it is understood how Homes for
Lambeth is supporting the council’s ambitious
plans to build more and better homes for the

people of Lambeth. This process will also lay the
foundation for future market homes for sale and
rent.
11.2 Homes for Lambeth recognise the need for
congruency between the external brand and
the employer brand that we use to support the
Homes for Lambeth objective of achieving a
high performing culture. Employment risk is also
minimised by creating a strong employer brand.
Activities to date on reward and pay has begun
to address this requirement.
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12. Risk Management
12.1 The respective Homes for Lambeth Boards
are individually and collectively required to
maintain risk registers, in order to support them
in monitoring and managing the risks associated
with all business activities proposed within this
Business Plan.

12.4 In recommending this Business Plan to
the council’s Cabinet for approval, the
Homes for Lambeth Boards wish to bring
to the council’s attention (in its capacity
as shareholder) the key, or headline risks
associated with this Business Plan. There are
two main types of such risk:

12.2 Homes for Lambeth has a risk management
approach that aims to implement a ‘risk aware’
culture which encourages the identification
and assessment of risks on a programme
level, identifying and assigning ownership for
mitigation. Monthly risk reporting is currently
operating across the teams. Monthly strategic
risk review meetings also take place aimed at
setting out and monitoring the level of exposure
on a programme level.

• Risks that may impede delivery of the
Business Plan and
• Risks to the shareholder arising from delivery
of the Business Plan
12.5 The risks that are set out below represent
the main risks that have been identified by the
Boards as those which could hinder delivery
of the proposed development programme or
represent future financial risks to the council
as funder and guarantor of any funding of the
development programme (and thereafter the
new housing stock under management).

12.3 Risks are assessed in accordance with
established Lambeth Council risk management
guidelines for capital projects, including the
application of a pre- and post-mitigation risk score.
Risk

Likelihood

Impact

Mitigation

Tender returns are higher than
expected and currently budgeted.

Likely

Major

Returns to be robustly reviewed and
to ensure we maximise the number of
returns

Residential sales values or inflation
are lower than expected resulting in
shortfall in revenue..

Likely

Major

Continue to monitor advice from
residential agents in terms of inflation
expectations.

Delay in securing vacant possession
of Phase 2 results in prolongation and
increased costs.

Unlikely

Major

Council vacant possession working
group meets bi-monthly.

Delay in extinguishment of third-party
rights

Unlikely

Major

The council is to exercise its powers
to appropriate for planning purposes
which once implemented limit the
beneficiaries of the rights to claims for
compensation.

Increase in compensation payable for
overriding third party rights

Unlikely

Major

The development appraisals include a
budget for payment of compensation
claims for over-riding third party rights

Legal process for achieving VP to be
commenced 12 months prior to PC of
Phase 1.

HFL Build can elect to actively settle
claims or it can elect to settle claims as
they are received.
Tax implications may reduce viability

Unlikely

Moderate

The scheme viability above currently
assumes no SDLT is payable and that all
VAT is recoverable.
HFL must register for VAT and form a
VAT group to enable VAT recovery.
Formal tax advice is being instructed.

Main contractors’ performance
throughout duration of delivery

Likely

Major
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Rigorous monitoring of progress through
contractors reporting mechanisms
along with continued site visits.
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13. Investment Criteria
13.1 All development and acquisition activity
will be fully assessed for financial viability and
for risk; the viability assessments will include
stress testing for general market risks as well as
specific project risks.

Board subject to the approval of any associated
funding and/or lease agreements.
13.4 The Homes for Lambeth Boards, and
the council in undertaking its funding
considerations, may seek independent financial
or legal advice when considered necessary.

13.2 Scheme cost assumptions will be
benchmarked and informed by professional
cost consultants; scheme valuation assumptions
will be externally sourced and supported by an
independent RICS accredited valuation report
when the scheme is ready for approval.

13.5 Scheme viability assessments will be
controlled by the adoption of core investment
appraisal assumptions. The core assumptions
for inflation and operating costs will also be
adopted in Homes for Lambeth’s financial
business planning activities.

13.3 Scheme proposals and risk assessments will
be reviewed and approved by the relevant HFL

14. Governance
The Homes for Lambeth Board

support the strategic needs of Homes
for Lambeth and a skills audit of each Board
shall be updated from time to time in order to
ensure that each Board is actively considering
the skills and experience required for success
on a regular basis.

14.1 An initial wave of Director appointments
to the Boards were made as part of, and
subsequent to, the incorporation of the
Homes for Lambeth group of companies in
July 2017 in accordance with the approved
recommendations to Lambeth’s Cabinet.

14.5 As a group of companies, Homes for
Lambeth shall procure a suite of support
services from the council such as resident
engagement, communications, ICT, and
financial services

14.2 Further amendments were made to the
council’s appointments to the Board during
the 2017-18 financial year, in order to reflect
changes in the staffing circumstances within the
council. A process for recruiting independent
directors to join the Boards was also undertaken
in accordance with the approach agreed
with the council as shareholder of Homes for
Lambeth Group. This recruitment exercise
was informed by a skills audit of each Homes
for Lambeth Board, which identified the key
areas of experience and expertise required to
supplement those of the respective incumbent
Board Members.

14.6 The Boards of each company shall ensure
that these arrangements deliver the right blend
of experience, expertise and value for money
to best meet the needs of Homes for Lambeth
in its early years, which include the need to
mobilise effective and robust operations and
to deliver on the agreed objectives for housing
delivery and housing management.
14.7 The Homes for Lambeth Boards will
ensure that all strategies and infrastructure
required to support the mobilisation and
good management of Homes for Lambeth
(both individually and as a group) are put
in place. Whilst this will remain an on-going
consideration, it is envisaged that this shall
at least include the following in the business
plan period to March 2020:

14.3 The constitution of the Board of HFL
Homes is different to the membership of the
other companies to ensure it can demonstrate
independence in line with the requirements of
the Regulator of Social Housing.
14.4 All Board Members will receive training
across the Business Plan period as required to
19
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14. Governance continued

Supporting Strategies

Professional Registrations

• Estate and Tenant Management Strategy

14.8 The Homes for Lambeth Boards will be
responsible to ensure that each company is
registered appropriately with all statutory and
trade bodies required to support the effective
functioning of these companies.

• ICT Strategy
• Procurement Strategy
• Risk Strategy
• Leasehold Buy-Back and Letting Strategy
• Energy Strategy
Corporate Infrastructure
• Dedicated office premises
• ICT systems for data management and
e-mail (which must be fully compliant with
all prevailing data protection legislation and
statutory guidance)
• Insurances as required to support corporate
and delivery activities
• Financial management and planning systems
for each company
• Development and financial models
• Website and supporting e-comms.

14.9 There will be a range of registrations for
the companies to put in place including, but
not limited to, VAT registration and VAT group,
Construction Industry Scheme and potentially
a landlord association such as the National
Housing Federation and/or Acuity.
14.10 The Homes for Lambeth Boards will
ensure that all policies required to support the
mobilisation and effective functioning of the
HFL companies (both individually and as a
group) across the business planning period are
put in place.
14.11 The Boards shall endeavour that insofar
as is practicable; policies will mirror or support
those of the council.
14.12 Each of the Boards shall maintain and
review a schedule of review for all policies.
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• Communications Strategy
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Key Decision: General Exception Procedure Notice
(Constitution, Part 3; Access to Information rule 15)
(The Local Authorities (Executive Arrangements) (Meetings and Access to Information) (England)
Regulations 2012: Regulation 10)
Note: For use where at least 28 clear days’ notice cannot be given of a proposed key decision via the
Forward Plan
Date: 7th February 2019
On behalf of the Strategic Director for Sustainable Growth and Opportunity

Report title: Homes for Lambeth - Business Plan (April 2019 to March 2020)
Wards: All

Why was it not possible to include the proposed key decision in the Forward Plan?
Officer was unwell and unable to submit papers and/or attend CMB (Cllr Bennett) to discuss
in time

Why is it not possible to delay a decision until proper notice in the Forward Plan has
been given?
The HFL 19-20 business plan is a key document that will need to be agreed by Cabinet
ahead of the new financial year
Decision-maker: Cabinet

Date of proposed decision: asap following Cabinet 4th March 2019
(Note: a further five clear days must elapse before implementation – the call-in period).

Final cleared report (and this pro forma) published and Chair and Vice-Chair of
Overview & Scrutiny Committee, Head of Democratic Services & Scrutiny and
Scrutiny Manager notified on: 07.02.19

Wayne Chandai
Committee Services
Corporate Affairs

WChandai@lambeth.gov.uk
Tel: 020 7926 0029
Fax: 020 7926 2361
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